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Abstract
Public school districts are locally controlled and funded through local property taxes. Funding
schools this way perpetuates structural inequities in poorer school districts and as a result,
students living in poverty have minimal access to critical resources that support student learning.
Community schools are resurfacing in many of these urban spaces as a mechanism for
addressing the systemic and structural inequities plaguing students, schools, and communities.
Advocates posit that increasing student achievement requires addressing the needs of the whole
child; conceptualizing schooling through this lens offers an expanded vision of what public
education needs to be for many of today’s children. This paper aims to improve our overall
understanding of community schools and highlights specific actions taken by community
organizations and higher education institutions to create meaningful partnerships with public
schools operating as community schools. The authors posit that collaborative and organically
developed, grassroots relationships have the potential to alter the traditional dynamic between
internal public school employees and external stakeholders, leading to school, student, and
community transformation.
Keywords: Community partnerships; integrated student supports; school-community
transformation

Introduction
Quality education has the potential to promote social and economic mobility for some of the
nation’s most disenfranchised students. Unfortunately, not all systems are equal and worse yet,
equitable. Affluent parents have access to schools and resources that children on the lower end of
the economic spectrum do not, creating a growing divide academically and in the long-term,
economically (Garland, 2013). The quality of education students receive largely influences their
occupational choices and subsequent income level (Hochschild, 2003). Fortunately, evidence
suggests that high-quality schools are enough to significantly increase academic achievement
among the poor (Dobbie & Fryer, 2011), making it more likely for students to pursue postsecondary educational opportunities and improve their life trajectories. This is particularly salient
for schools advancing a community-focused approach, because they mindfully address the
effects of poverty and other out-of-school factors that contribute to gaps in student learning and
achievement (Fehrer & Leos-Urbel, 2016). Full service community schools provide children
with equitable learning opportunities, manifested through a strategy that addresses the needs of
the whole child. Students and families receive a comprehensive, integrated, and coordinated
range of academic, health, and social/emotional services that supports improved outcomes for
underserved children.
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Currently, there are over 5,000 community schools operating across 44 states and the District of
Columbia, serving over five million students, and the numbers continue to grow (Coalition for
Community Schools, n.d.). Given the increasing popularity of community school initiatives as a
community and education reform strategy, it is important for community-based organizations
(CBOs) and institutions of higher education (IHEs) to improve their overall understanding of
community schools and the services they provide. By doing so, they are better suited to offer
resources to scale such initiatives. The purpose of this article is twofold; the authors provide a
description of what a community school is. A detailed example follows of how researchers from
one institution of higher education (Drexel University), and one community-based organization
(Communities in Schools Pennsylvania) created a meaningful partnership to support a
community school initiative in Pennsylvania. This information was part of a presentation given
at the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities (CUMU) 2017 Annual Conference in
Denver, Colorado.
What Are Community Schools and Why Do We Need Them?
Carefully designed educational programs with comprehensive school facilities are oftentimes
absent in high-poverty school systems serving economically disadvantaged areas (Min,
Anderson, & Chen, 2017). Deteriorating physical spaces, lack of relevant technology, and dated
instructional resources are some of the challenges these schools face. As such, students attending
under-resourced schools do not have the same opportunities to thrive academically and socially
as their more advantaged peers. Reforming public schools and their surrounding communities
continues to be a central strategy for mitigating the effects of poverty on students’ well-being
and academic performance in school (Biag & Castrechini, 2016). Scholars and practitioners posit
that schools offering direct services to address the needs of the whole child have a far greater
influence on students’ ability to perform well in school (Ladd, 2012) than singular reform
initiatives situated in standards and standardization.
Not a new phenomenon, community schools are resurfacing in urban communities as a
mechanism for addressing the multitude of challenges high-poverty schools and communities
face. These schools leverage partnerships between the local school and community, and
positively alter relationships between the school, families, and the community, more generally
(Fehrer & Leos-Urbel, 2016). Large-scale community school initiatives are occurring in
Chicago, Tulsa, and Oakland, and the mayors of New York City and Philadelphia have
publically pledged support for scaling community schools in their respective cities (Fehrer &
Leos-Urbel, 2016). Furthermore, recently enacted federal law (Every Student Succeeds Act
[ESSA], 2015) includes the Full Service Community Schools program and other important
provisions that advance community school strategies. Moreover, the law includes accountability
measures that extend beyond academics and supportive programs such as the 21st Century
Community Learning Centers and the Promise Neighborhoods (Roche, 2015).
Although a step in the right direction, more is required to support these types of endeavors. It is
important to capitalize on the rare, bipartisan compromise ESSA rendered and for policymakers
and reform advocates to reconfigure what an equitable education looks like, and community
schools are just the strategy to do this. The Coalition for Community Schools describes a
community school as:
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Both a place and a set of partnerships between the school and other community resources.
Its integrated focus on academics, health and social services, youth and community
development, and community engagement leads to improved student learning, stronger
families, and healthier communities. Children and families have an array of supports
from community partners’ right at their school. Communities and schools leverage their
shared physical and human assets to help kids succeed (www.communityschools.org).
Working from this definition, the authors delved deeper into conceptualizing the ultimate
purpose of education and identified how equity fits within that context. We view equity from the
vantage point of student learning and development, as opposed to scores on high-stakes testing,
or accountability. Jordan (2010) stipulated that given the “overlapping and intersecting social
policy arenas that affect education, the educational system cannot be fixed from within” (p.157).
Instead, broad-based approaches that address the overall needs of children (health,
social/emotional, expanded learning), and the community must take the lead. The community
school reestablishes the school as the center of the community. It provides community residents
access to programs and services they otherwise do not have. Community schools embody an
equity strategy, removing barriers negatively influencing the well-being of students and families.
The services offered give students and families’ opportunities, thus addressing the larger
inequitable systems they contend with on a daily basis.
According to Angus (2009), it is important for policy and reform movements to support “schools
forming respectful linkages with their communities, and embedding themselves within them, if
they are to make a positive difference for currently less advantaged young people” (p. 40).
Growing recognition that problems occurring in distressed communities have direct implications
on students, families, and schools served as the genesis for this piece. The authors posit that fullservice community schools can serve as the much needed, systems-wide reform aimed at
engaging school and community resources. Such collaborative and mutually beneficial
partnerships might promote student, family, and community development.
Exemplar Community School Initiatives
Community schools are operating across the United States and have been for well over a decade.
Examples include, but are not limited to, The Children’s Aid Society Community Schools,
United Way Community Schools, and University Assisted Community Schools (see Bronstein &
Mason, 2016; Frankl, 2016; Lubell, 2011 for a comprehensive list of community school
exemplars). Each is committed to improving educational outcomes for children by offering
essential supports that promote learning and have an explicit focus on the relationship between
the school and the community. Funding and operations unfold differently in each community
school, and each emphasizes different implementation priorities. However, they do have a shared
vision for what an equitable school looks like and offer learning opportunities for IHEs and
CBOs interested in involving themselves in the work.
The Children’s Aid Society
The Children’s Aid Society (CAS) has had a longstanding relationship with the New York City
Department of Education and currently operates twenty-two community schools throughout the
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city. Bronstein and Mason (2016) report that CAS community schools follow a lead agency
model, with CAS “serving as both a provider and broker of supports, services, and opportunities”
(p. 56). In lead agency models, the community partner serves as the lead agency, providing the
school with a community school coordinator who works jointly with school leadership to
coordinate and maximize the array of services and service organizations funneling into the
school and the local community. The lead partner manages any additional partners. Children’s
Aid Society community schools place a heavy emphasis on parent-engagement programs, and
provide in-school parent resource centers staffed by trained parent coordinators. The
coordinators engage in outreach with other parents and offer adult education classes and
leadership institutes. This level of collaboration offers parents opportunities to become “funds of
knowledge” (Heers, Van Klaveren, Groot, & Maassen van den Brink, 2016, p. 1023) in their
community schools, and increases the presence and activity of those traditionally alienated from
the school. Empowering parents to lead and train other groups of parents makes use of the
cultural resources parents from different backgrounds bring into schools.
Each CAS community school looks different, but they all deem five critical elements necessary
for success: (a) a strong instructional program; (b) solid professional capacity; (c) close parentcommunity-school ties; (d) a student-centered learning climate; and (e) leadership that drives
change (http://www.childrensaidnyc.org/programs/community-schools). The Children’s Aid
Society, through the National Center for Community Schools, also serves as a technical
assistance organization for districts, schools, and community partners engaged in the work of
community schools.
United Way Community Schools
The United Way is involved in community schools in multiple ways throughout the United
States. In some instances, the organization operates as a funder or intermediary organization and
in others as a lead agency. The Coalition for Community Schools identified the United Way of
Greater Lehigh Valley in Pennsylvania as an exemplar in their community school approach. The
agency works with four school districts in the Lehigh Valley, providing a fulltime community
schools director and agency support to each community school. Each United Way Community
School coordinates on-site medical and dental services, school supplies, on-site vision services, a
food bank, clothing closet, and housing resources to over 8ooo students and their families, with a
particular focus on increasing third grade reading scores, Kindergarten readiness, and successful
high school transition (http://www.unitedwayglv.org/see-the-impact/education/communityschools).
University Assisted Community Schools
Pioneered by the Netter Center for Community Partnerships at the University of Pennsylvania,
University Assisted Community Schools (UACS) engage with K-12 students in “community
problem solving that is integrated into the school curriculum and extended day programs”
(Lubell, 2011, p. 15). The program engages students and community members by offering their
programs in West Philadelphia schools (https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/). Bronstein and
Mason (2016) note that UACS provide the type of service linkage between schools and
communities that enhances the quality of life in the community while simultaneously improving
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the teaching, research, and service at the university, a mutually beneficial partnership. There are
numerous UACS programs operating throughout the nation and each have different needs and
resources.
Exemplary community schools also exist at the district, city, county, and state levels across the
United States. Frankl (2016) highlights the ongoing community school movements occurring in
districts in Austin, TX, Baltimore, MD, the city of Portland and Multnomah County, OR, and in
the state of Kentucky. Each of these sites report sustainable and transformational results.
While community school strategies take different implementation approaches, there are multiple
whole-child, research based strategies that are common amongst them. Frankl (2016) stated that
effective community school initiatives offer culturally relevant curricula, including project-based
learning that tackles community-specific issues, and high-quality teaching that utilizes student
data and choice to guide instructional decision-making. Students and families also receive wraparound services offered before, during, and after school to help develop personal competencies.
Teachers and administrators adhere to positive discipline practices that include restorative justice
techniques, and engage in authentic parent and community engagement that provides leadership
and adult education opportunities for families. Finally, community schools operate under the
mantra of inclusive school leadership. At the helm of a community school is a principal who
embraces leadership actions of students, families, and community members. The principal
understands the importance of giving essential stakeholders a voice in decision-making that
influences the scaling of community school initiatives. Community schools implementing these
strategies can reduce risky behavior, lower the dropout rate, and increase the academic
performance of their students (Heers et al., 2016).
Conceptualizing community schools as equity strategies will transform the local school and
neighborhood, and provide students in under-resourced places with opportunities that support
their success. Obviously, this requires strong, collaborative partners. Community-based
organizations (CBOs) and institutions of higher education (IHEs) see the local neighborhood
school as the core institution for community engagement, and as such can provide them with
resources to advance their coordinated work. The following section describes how two such
separate entities came together to support the community school strategy in one Pennsylvania
district.
University and Community Based Organizations Partnering to Advance Community
Schools: The Drexel-Communities in School Effort
The Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities (CUMU) 2017 Annual Conference, the
Urban Advantage, provided the perfect venue for researchers from the School of Education at
Drexel University and leaders from Communities in Schools Pennsylvania to present their
coordinated efforts to create meaningful partnerships with public schools operating as
community schools. The collaboration developed from a Drexel-sponsored research initiative in
one Pennsylvania district, the Pennsylvania Community School District (PCSD). Communities in
Schools Pennsylvania was serving as a lead partner for several schools in the district, and soon a
synergistic relationship emerged. Preliminary results from the research study (discussed below)
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led to coordinated efforts to support and scale community schools across the district. Here are
some lessons learned.
Research Approach
Researchers from the School of Education at Drexel University engaged in a multi-year, multisite case study across five community schools in a large urban district in south central
Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Community School District (PCSD). The district has a longstanding commitment to community school development and implementation, hence the
reasoning for its selection. The researchers sought to explore the community school phenomenon
through an investigation of the relationships, both within the school, and between the school and
outside partners. Drexel scholars emphasized the distribution of challenges and opportunities
associated with community school implementation. Two research questions guided this study:
1. How are community schools implemented across five PCSD school sites?
2. In what ways are development and implementation efforts connected to systems-level
goals for student and school improvement?
Methodology
Data collection began in July 2016 and is ongoing. The researchers relied largely on interviews
from a purposeful sample of community school leadership, including the superintendent, five
central office administrators, five building level principals, and five community school directors.
Moreover, they completed interviews with teachers and representatives from nine community
service organizations. In addition, the researchers conducted focus groups with two parent
groups. They also collected district documents, including parent survey data, attendance and
behavioral data, and teacher turnover data.
Data analysis is ongoing, however early themes related to the role of universities in supporting
and scaling community school efforts emerged, and the authors discuss these findings below.
PCSD Community Context
The Pennsylvania Community School District (PCSD) is a large, urban school district, home to
demographically diverse residents of different racial, ethnic, linguistic, and cultural groups. Over
ninety-percent of students qualify as free or reduced lunch, and a majority of students identify as
Hispanic (any race). According to the most recent Pennsylvania School Performance Profile
data, the number of students receiving special education services at PCSD exceeds the state
average. Furthermore, the number of English Language Learners (ELLs) at PCSD greatly
exceeds the state average. The district is home to nineteen schools, five of which function as fullservice community schools (Washington Middle School, Adams Elementary School, Jefferson
Elementary School, Madison Elementary School, and Monroe Elementary School).
Community school implementation varies across each of the five sites. Each school adapted the
process to meet local context. The PCSD community schools did not emerge overnight. Most
began as an after-school program led by a community partner (i.e. Boys and Girls Club, United
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Way), and scaled up overtime to include health and mental health services, food security
programs, dental programs, adult training programs, and other comprehensive services to support
and engage families. Participants estimate that it takes approximately seven years to fully
implement and scale strategies that positively influence school climate and offer students the
range of services needed to be successful in school.
Preliminary Finding Relevant to CUMU 2017: Gaps in Research and Evaluation of Community
Schools
Commonalities regarding how universities can support and scale up community school initiatives
emerged across all five sites, specifically in areas related to research and evaluation. Participants,
namely the building administrators, expressed an interest in collaborating with faculty at
institutions of higher education to coordinate evaluation efforts. Community school strategies
encompass a wide array of services. Pinpointing how to measure their effectiveness on a host of
indicators is incredibly challenging and the task may lie beyond the scope of the principal and
community school director’s workload or expertise. This is especially important in the current
high-stakes testing era characterized by unrealistic accountability standards and dwindling funds.
Furthermore, because full-service community schools rely on non-education funds, grants, and
other nonprofit contributions, information related to their effectiveness is necessary for inclusion
in future funding applications.
Although findings from the research are limited at this time, it is evident that high-quality
research and evaluation of community school initiatives can serve as the mechanism for
university researchers to engage with their local community schools. Each principal they
interviewed, along with the superintendent of schools and the community school director,
indicated funding was a real issue for community school implementation and scaling efforts,
including evaluation. Faculty experts at IHEs should seize this opportunity to work closely with
the school to develop evaluation plans, which could subsequently lead to published works
advancing community school funding support. This is especially important in Pennsylvania,
which lacks a fair funding formula. Pennsylvania ranks 46th in the nation when it comes to the
state’s share of education funding. The state relies entirely too much on local funding for schools
(Education Law Center, 2017). Frankl (2016) urges that policy related to community schools
should “explicitly outline that any new schools function as community schools…or, that every
school with a specified percentage of students below the poverty indicator receive funding for a
community school director” (p. 10). For this to occur, IHEs have to engage in meaningful
interactions with the local schools in their area.
Interacting with local schools in a mutually beneficial manner provides faculty at IHEs
opportunities to conduct seminal research, evaluation, and policy development related to
community schools. Faculty and school leadership can collaboratively identify particular areas of
need, a critical step if the partnership is going to be meaningful and positive. Because
community schools receive offers of assistance from various community partners, it is important
for universities to work in tandem with district and school leadership to offer coordinated
services that both entities find meaningful and relevant.
Communities in Schools Pennsylvania: Support from a CBO Communities in Schools (CIS)
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Pennsylvania serves as the lead agency in four PCSD community schools. The organization is
committed to providing students with a community of support intended to empower them to stay
in school. Each school has a school-based coordinator who connects students and families with
community resources in the school. Through programming, and the work of a CIS coordinator,
the organization leverages community resources that meet both the academic and non-academic
needs of children in PCSD schools. According to Bronstein and Mason (2016), the primary
elements of the CIS model include:
A site coordinator assessing the needs at the beginning of the year, the use of evidencebased community resources, a public health model with two levels of prevention/
intervention services, and a constant monitoring and adjustment over the course of the
year to ensure service delivery is driving outcomes (p. 104).
Communities in Schools is dedicated to including integrated student supports into the school,
making them a sound partner for a lead agency in community schools. The level of services
offered adhere to the Early Warning Indicators to support students’ success and situated in a
three-tiered system (see Figure 1). Tier 1 are the school-wide services available to students to
foster a positive school climate. They are short-term interventions provided on an as-needed
basis. Examples include school-wide anti-bullying programming, or college and career events.
Tier 2 services occur in a group setting with students who have common needs, attendance
improvement programs or academic tutoring interventions, for example. Finally, CIS site
coordinators case-manage students who receive Tier 3 services, and provided them with direct
services such as academic interventions, behavioral interventions, and/or crisis interventions.

Figure 1: Communities in Schools (Pennsylvania) Model
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Significance of Efforts
Drexel researchers and leadership from CIS continue to work together to uncover obstacles and
challenges to community school initiatives in PCSD. For example, Drexel faculty found school
leaders attributed a large part of the organic development of the community school with the work
of community partners like CIS. Community-based organizations tend to have a stronger
connection to the immediate needs of the community and serve as mediators between
marginalized populations and institutionalized structures. This is particularly important in PCSD
because most teachers and district employees live outside district boundaries. Prior to
community school implementation, they had little presence in the community outside their
respective schools. This in no way discredits the hard work and dedication of PCSD staff to their
students and families. Rather, it calls attention to an overlooked fact relevant for schools looking
to increase their level of engagement with parents and the surrounding community.
Annie, for example, a former community school director, stated that she needed to “create after
school programs that were going to lure children and families into them.” She emphasized that
asking the kids and the parents was easy for her because she is a lifelong resident of the
neighborhood. People trusted Annie in a way that they did not trust school employees at the time.
This is important information for the district and CBOs to know as they develop parent and
community engagement efforts. Sally, a current community school director, indicated that she
and her principal are invested in efforts to shift staff’s perspective about parent engagement and
have been doing “a lot of work around understanding poverty, trauma, and racism because those
are factors in what our students bring with them to school.” As these anecdotes demonstrate, a
relationship between a community school, the community agency that supports it, and an
institution of higher education wanting to evaluate it, leads to opportunities that support their
respective agendas and their shared vision for advancing equitable community school
approaches.
Conclusion
Accountability measures over the past two decades have primarily focused on school
improvement efforts and outcomes, devoid of meaningful collaboration with community partners
and families that target whole-child development. Collaboratively engaging with community
schools at PCSD offered insight into how IHEs and CBOs can change the reform dialogue to one
that advances genuine community partnerships, and supports a shared sense of responsibility for
student success. Researchers from the School of Education at Drexel University and
Communities in Schools Pennsylvania posit that community schools are a principal strategy for
overcoming the devastating effects of poverty. IHEs and CBOs have an interest in supporting
community schools in a way that makes the most sense for all involved. Communities in Schools
as lead partner, coupled with concurrent research endeavors by faculty from the School of
Education at Drexel University provided space for both entities to engage in meaningful
collaboration focused on how to best support the community schools at PCSD. The partnership
clearly advances individual (IHE, CBO, PCSD) interests, but more importantly it signifies the
collective power groups have to advance shared short and long-term goals for community
schools.
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